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bstract

Analytical high resolution transmission electron microscopy has been used to clearly evidence the electrochemical reactivity of Cr2O3 thin films
ersus lithium. We showed that during the reduction process, chromium sesquioxide (+III) transforms first into chromium monoxide (+II) and
hen into metallic chromium nanoparticles embedded into a Li2O matrix at 0 V. On the subsequent recharge up to 3 V, we did not convert back
o Cr2O3, but only to a chromium monoxide implying a partial re-oxidation process, thus explaining the irreversibility measured during the first
ycle. We extended this study to the comprehension of the electrochemical performances of Cr O -based electrodes obtained by thermal treatment,
2 3

nder different atmospheres, of chromium rich stainless steel disks. In addition to the characterization of the particles forming the so-obtained
lectro-active layers, we showed, using nano-probe EDS, that a mixed “Fe–Cr–O” oxide could react versus lithium, through a conversion reaction
echanism, leading to alloyed metallic nanoparticles upon reduction and nanograins of mixed oxide during the following oxidation.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Nowadays, rechargeable Li-ion batteries operate through
ntercalation reactions limited to the insertion of one lithium per
d-metal. Seeking for better electrodes, a few research teams
ave explored new routes leading to promising results [1–3].
or instance, our group reported a Li-electrochemically driven
oO/Co conversion process involving a 2e− reversible charge

ransfer per 3d-metal [4–10] leading to outstanding capacity
ains. Therefore the redox potential (1.7 V) at which this
eaction occurs is unsuitable for positive or negative electrodes
pplications. The potential of such conversion reactions being
overned by the iono-covalency of the M–O bonding, we could
educe from simple calculations [11] that, potential-wise,
he most interesting oxide to be used as negative electrode

aterial would be Cr2O3. Unfortunately, the poor electronic

onductivity of this oxide makes its utilization difficult. To
olve this problem, one possibility proposed By Hu [12] is the
ormation of Cr2O3/carbon composites within which Cr2O3

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 3 22 82 75 85; fax: +33 3 22 82 75 90.
E-mail address: loic.dupont@sc.u-picardie.fr (L. Dupont).
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articles are coated with a thin layer of carbon. Using such an
pproach the authors have drastically enhanced the capacity
etention of Cr2O3-based electrodes however to the expense of
n initial capacity loss owing to the large amounts of carbon
sed. Another conceivable strategy, as pursued by our group,
onsists in designing electrode configuration to enhance the
ontact between the current collector and the oxide. Along that
pproach, two strategies were developed. The first one consisted
n the growth of chromium oxide thin films by pulsed laser
eposition technique with the end result being the feasibility of
sing conversion reactions without any carbon additives if the
lm thickness is lower than 175 nm. In the second approach,
e took advantage of the stainless steel corrosion properties so

s to favour the growth of a chromium rich oxide layer, through
ppropriate thermal treatments under different atmospheres,
aving outstanding capacity retention [13].

The X-ray diffraction analysis of these electrodes revealed
he coexistence of two chromium-rich oxide phases: a chromite
hase having the spinel structure and a sesquioxide-type phase

aving the corundum structure. In order to have more informa-
ion on the morphology, structure and composition at the atomic
cale of the pristine and cycled oxide particles, we undertook
n analytical high resolution transmission electron microscopy

mailto:loic.dupont@sc.u-picardie.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.10.096
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tudy using a TECNAI F20 microscope fitted with EDS analy-
is. For reasons of clarity, we will first report the results obtained
n PLD grown Cr2O3 thin films, which will act as a reference
hroughout this study. Then, the results on stainless steel, espe-
ially the effect of parameters such as atmosphere and annealing
emperature on the composition of the surface oxides, will be
resented; the main highlight is the feasibility to reversibly form
n alloy from a mixed binary oxide (M1−xM′

x–O) phase.

. Experimental

.1. PLD Cr2O3 thin film samples

Chromium oxide Cr2O3 thin films were deposited on a
.37 cm2 Ti substrate by Pulsed laser Deposition (PLD),
sing KrF excimer laser beam (Lambda physik, Compex 102,
= 248 nm) with a laser fluency of 2 J cm−2. A Cr pellet was
sed as the target with a 4 cm target–substrate distance. The
ressure in the chamber was fixed at 5 × 10−2 mbar of oxy-
en. The substrate temperature was altered from 25 to 400 ◦C,
nd we used a laser-shooting repetition rate of 10 Hz for times
unning from about 10 min to 6 h. Using such conditions, films
ith thicknesses running from about 40 nm to about 500 nm, as
etermined by means of a profilometer, were obtained.

.2. Stainless steel samples

Experiments were conducted using 1.88 cm2 stainless steel
isks (SUS316L). This stainless steel is made of 70% iron,
7–19% chromium, 12.5–15% Ni, 2–3% Mo, 1–2% Mn, 0.5–1%
i and traces of other elements such as P, S, and N. The disks
ere heated at 5 ◦C min−1 up to 700 or 800 ◦C under various

tmospheres, and were maintained for 13 h at this temperature
rior to being cooled down. The gas used were argon, nitrogen
impurities: O2, H2O 2 vpm), a mixture of 10% hydrogen in
itrogen (O2, H2O 5 vpm) and air.

.3. Electrochemical tests

Electrochemical tests versus lithium were performed using
oin cells (standard 2035-size) that were assembled in an argon
lled dry-box. Studied sample was separated from a lithium
isk used as the negative electrode by a borosilicate micro-fibre
Millipore) film impregnated with 0.5 ml of a LiPF6 (1 M) in
C–DMC (1–1) solution. The electrochemical tests were carried
ut using a VMP system (Biologic S.A., Claix, France) that can
e operated in both potentiodynamic and galvanostatic modes at
5 ◦C in the 0.02–3 V potential window. All reported potential
alues are given versus Li/Li+.

.4. Analytical high resolution transmission electron
icroscopy
Transmission electron microscopy was carried out using a
EI TECNAI F20 ST microscope, equipped with both energy
ispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis capabilities and a home
esigned sample holder for moisture sensitive samples. Samples

i
d
U
c
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ere prepared by scratching the surface with a diamond tip;
he resulting chips being transferred to the Copper TEM holey
arbon grid through a drop of alcohol deposited on the disk
urface. Recorded SAED patterns were converted in equivalent
RD pattern (Cu K� radiation) using the process diffraction

oftware [14] in order to determine the implied phases.

. Results and discussion

.1. PLD Cr2O3 thin films

Irrespective of the thicknesses, chromium oxide thin films
eposited at room temperature are formed of 1 to 20 nm amor-
hous grains. At 400 ◦C larger grains, which size exceeds 50 nm
or some of them, are observed (Fig. 1a). The indexing of their
orresponding powder SAED patterns (inset Fig. 1a), by means
f process diffraction software (Fig. 1b), unambiguously evi-
ences an Eskolaite phase (Cr2O3), whereas high resolution
mage (Fig. 1c) realized along the [12–1]* zone axis (inset
ig. 1c) reveals very well crystallized crystallites.

Fig. 2a shows the potential/composition curve obtained from
he galvanostatic cycling of a room temperature PLD deposited
r2O3 film/Li cell performed at a nominal C rate (1Li+ h−1)

n the 0.05–3.0 V potential window. The first discharge pro-
ess is characterized by the appearance of two plateaus located
t 0.4 and 0.2 V with an overall uptake of 6 Li. Upon subse-
uent charge, the voltage increases smoothly and continuously
rom 0.02 to 3 V with an overall release of 4 Li implying a
3% irreversible capacity with therefore an overall reversible
apacity of 750 mAh g−1. Such results do not come as a sur-
rise, but simply suggest a classical conversion reaction process
ith the reduction of Cr3+ in Cr0 and its re-oxidation in Cr2+.
o confirm such a statement and to understand the origin of the
.4 V plateau, partially and fully reduced as well as re-oxidized
lms were investigated by high-resolution transmission electron
icroscopy.
The PLD films, discharged to a potential of 0.35 V (namely

fter the first plateau), are badly crystallized (Fig. 2 b). Only
road rings are present on the SAED pattern. Nevertheless, the
ormation of a CrO phase (a = 4.04 Å, S.G.: Fm-3m) could be
uggested to successfully index the process diffraction diagram
right inset) and the FFT (left inset) taken on one of the few
nm nanoparticles lying along the c* axis. Such a proposition

s consistent with the electrochemical data since the material
as shown to react with two lithium ions implying a reduction
f the chromium ions from 3+ to 2+ degree. Along that line it
s worth noting that in literature, chromium monoxide, which
s a metastable phase, is reported with the CrO0.87 composition
JCPDS 78–0722) whilst it is based on the same NaCl-type struc-
ure as other transition metal monoxides such as MnO or FeO.
or convenience reasons, from now on in the text the CrO0.87
hase will be referred to as CrO.

When the Cr2O3 film is fully reduced (Fig. 2c), the bright field

mage reveals the presence of 2–3 nm Cr nanoparticles embed-
ed into a Li2O matrix (as deduced from the SAED patterns).
pon the following charge (3.0 V), the SAED pattern (Fig. 2d)

learly shows the vanishing of the Cr and Li2O reflections at the
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ig. 1. TEM study of the post-annealed Cr2O3 film at 400 ◦C. (a) Bright field
ike diagram obtained by treatment of the SAED pattern. (c) High resolution im

xpense of those of the CrO phase, thus confirming the classical
eported conversion mechanism.

Regarding the cycling behaviour, we experienced that the

est capacity retention was obtained for Cr2O3 films thinner
han 200 nm. For higher thicknesses, rapid capacity decays,

ost likely due to the loss of electronic percolating path within
he electrode, were noted upon cycling. Whatever the origin

a
s
l
C

ig. 2. (a) Voltage–composition trace for an ablated Cr2O3/Li cell cycled between
aterial. (b) TEM image realized on the partially discharged material showing CrO

rystallized chromium nanoparticles (enlarged image of one of them is given, bottom
n the top inset. (d) TEM image realized on the re-oxidized electrode up to 3 V showi
attern given in inset.
together with corresponding SAED pattern (inset). (b) Indexing of the XRD
gether with the FFT (inset).

f this capacity fading, these results demonstrate that the use
f reversible conversion reactions without any carbon addi-
ives in lithium batteries is possible only if the thickness of the

ctive material is not too large. As the PLD technique limits the
ample size, the retained solution to prepare electrodes having
arge Cr2O3-covered surfaces consisted in using high surface
r-based stainless steel current collector as substrates for the

0.02 and 3 V. The dot denotes the cut-off voltage for the partially discharged
nanoparticles. (c) TEM image on a fully reduced ablated electrode showing
inset) embedded in Li2O as deduced from the processed SAED pattern given

ng partial re-oxidation into CrO nanoparticles as deduced by processed SAED
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Fig. 3. (a) TEM image realized on a treated sample showing that the disk surface is made of aggregates and crystallites that can reach a coherence length as large
a sults
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s 100 nm. By combining the processed EDS analysis (b) and SAED pattern re
hase whose formula can be written as (FexCr1−x)(Cr2)O4. Besides the chromi
dentified.

rowth of oxide layers through a high temperature treatment
rocess.

.2. Chromium rich stainless steel disks treatment

The precursor stainless steel material substrates were heated
nder various atmospheres (nitrogen with 10% hydrogen, pure
itrogen, argon or air) up to 700 or 800 ◦C (starting material
haracteristics and thermal treatment procedure are described in
ection 2).

Representative TEM images realized on sample treated under
itrogen with 10% hydrogen at 700 ◦C evidence aggregates of
latelet-shape crystals as large as 100 nm (Fig. 3a), which were
hown by EDS to contain both Fe and Cr but not Ni (Fig. 3b).
esides, we note evidence for large amounts of oxygen sug-
esting that iron and chromium have most likely combined with
xygen to form oxides. The collected SAED patterns (Fig. 3c)
how well-defined spotted rings that turned out to be character-
stics of a chromite phase (JCPDS 34–0140), which formula can
e written as (FexCr1−x) (Cr2)O4. Moreover, by further scruti-
izing the treated sample surface, nodules of 20–50 nm showing
ifferent shapes have been identified (Fig. 3d), and were mainly
omposed of metallic Ni with tiny amounts of iron (almost no
xygen is detected). The origin of O, Cr and Fe peaks spot-

ed on the EDS spectra is simply explained by the fact that the
bserved metallic Ni/Fe particle is lying onto a chromite particle
o that some interferences do occur. Besides these Ni-rich parti-
les, others made of Eskolaite phase (Cr2O3) were also observed.

a
m
c
z

(c), the nature of the matter forming the platelets is deduced to be a chromite
se, metallic Ni/Fe nodules of 20–50 nm showing different shapes (d) could be

verall, TEM studies strongly suggest that the thermal treatment
romotes the formation of an oxide layer through a migration
f the metallic elements resulting in an enrichment of the stain-
ess steel surface in Cr content at the expense of depletion in Fe
nd Ni contents. Chromium oxide being one of the most stable
xides, the freshly migrated Cr atoms will react, at the surface,
ith traces of oxygen present within the reducing flowing gas

o form the chromite phase. In light of these results, the effect
f temperature and atmosphere on the nature and composition
f the oxides was studied.

.3. Effect of the various heating atmospheres

Experiments were realized at 700 ◦C using various gases,
isted by decreasing reducing power, namely nitrogen with 10%
ydrogen, pure nitrogen, argon and air noted N2/H2, N2, Ar and
, respectively. Regardless of the gases used, all the samples
ontain two populations of particles. The bright field images
ecorded at low magnification for the N2, Ar and R treated sam-
les are shown in Fig. 4. On theses images, platelets whose size
ange from 100 nm to 1 �m and octahedra having sizes close to
00 nm wide (with a darkest contrast due to a larger thickness)
re observed. From both EDS and electron diffraction studies,
e could establish a direct relation between the particles shape
nd their structural-type phase composition. The platelets are
ade of pure Eskolaite phase (Cr2O3) while octahedra parti-

les are made of MnxFeyCr3−zO4 chromite-type phase (with
= x + y). The crystallinity of the Cr2O3 platelets is sensitive
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Fig. 4. TEM study realized on stainless steel treated at: (a) 700 ◦C under nitrogen, (b) 700 ◦C under argon, (c) 700 ◦C under air, 800 ◦C under air. Index 1: overall
b imag
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right field image showing two populations of particles. Index 2: high resolution
ssigned to Cr2O3 phase are given in inset as soon as the material is crystallized
ith SAED pattern assigned to chromite-type phase.

o the nature of the used gas. High resolution images realized
n eskolaite particles show poorly, badly and well crystallized
ontrasts (see index 2, Fig. 4) for samples treated under nitro-
en, argon and air, respectively. Cr2O3 platelets obtained under
ir are so well crystallized that a punctual SAED pattern could

e recorded and indexed successfully along the c* axis (inset
ig. 4c, index 2). This result is somewhat consistent with the
xidative power of the gases (N2 < Ar < R): The more the gas
s oxidizing, the easier the creation of Cr3+ will be, and the

p

c
s

e realized on the platelets showing the crystallinity evolution and SAED pattern
ex 3: bright field or high resolution images realized on the octahedron together

igher the size and crystallinity of the Cr2O3 particles will be.
n the opposite, crystallinity and size of the spinel manganese

erri-chromite particles were shown to be non-sensitive to the
xidative power of the used gases. High resolution images as
ell as corresponding FFT recorded on such highly crystallized

articles are reported in Fig. 4, index 3.

We also scrutinized the composition of octahedral-type parti-
les having the spinel structure, and showed that the composition
eems to be affected by the various high temperature treatments,
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is worth noting that diffuse grey lines coming from the transmit-
ted beam are spreading towards the diffracted one. This effect,
different from the Kikuchi lines effect, is called “the grey back-
ground”, and is due to inelastic scattering that takes place in thick

Table 1
Summary of the TEM studies showing the composition shape and crystallinity
of the observed particles
ig. 5. (a) EDS spectrum recorded on a platelet of the sample treated under N
reated under N2/H2, nitrogen, argon and air.

amely by the nature of the flowing gases. Therefore, it should
e recognized that determining quantitatively the Mn, Cr and Fe
ontents coexisting in a same sample is far from being straight-
orward with EDS analysis. The reason being that the positions
n energy of the theoretical lines for chromium, iron and man-
anese, as reported in Fig. 5, show a strong overlapping of the
n K�1 and Cr K�1 peaks as well as Fe K�1 and Mn K�1

eaks. A simple solution to bypass this experimental problem
onsists in monitoring the ratio between the Cr K� line located
t the 5.411 keV and Cr K� lines located at 5.924 keV. In order to
tandardize the Cr K�/Cr K� ratio, the eskolaite platelets present
n all samples, as previously discussed, were used as a reference
Fig. 5a). With such standardization, the presence of manganese
n spinel phase could be detected by examining the exact posi-
ion of the peak around 5.9 eV as well as the evolution of the
ntensity of this peak.

Fig. 5b shows typical EDS spectra recorded on octahedron-
haped particles from samples treated under N2/H2, N2, Argon
r air. The EDS spectrum recorded on the N2/H2 sample presents
peak centred on the exact position of the Cr K� line (the
r K�/Cr K� ratio is in good agreement with the one mea-

ured for pure Cr2O3) together with an additional peak at 6.4 eV
entred on the Fe K� line. This clearly shows that the spinel
hase obtained under N2/H2 is manganese-free with an aver-
ge composition Fe0.7(4)Cr2.3(4)O4. On the opposite, for all the
ther spectra a shift of the 5.9 eV peak toward lower energy
ogether with an increase in its intensity is noted unambigu-
usly implying the presence of Mn in these samples. This is
urther confirmed by the appearance of a shoulder on the left
ide of the 6.4 eV peak that falls perfectly at the energy position
f the Mn K�1 peak (6.489 eV). A careful quantification of the
anganese/chromium/iron ratios in the N2, Ar and R samples
as led to the following composition Mn1.2(3)Fe0.2(1)Cr1.6(4)O4,
n1.0(3)Fe0.4(1)Cr1.6(4)O4 and Mn1.1(3)Fe0.2(1)Cr1.7(4)O4 respec-

ively. All of the phase identification and limit composition are
ummarized in Table 1. From these results, it can be concluded
(b) Comparison of the EDS spectrums recorded on octahedra of the samples

hat the presence of hydrogen in the atmosphere seems to prevent
anganese from migrating to the surface of the stainless steel

ellet.

.4. Thermal effect

The effect of the temperature on the stainless steel treatment
s obvious, by comparing TEM images recorded on the samples
reated in air at 700 ◦C (Fig. 4c) and 800 ◦C (Fig. 4d). An increase
n temperature induces, as expected, an increase in crystallinity
nd in size of the eskolaite particles. Platelets on the bright field
mage (Fig. 4d index 1) are pretty large (several microns). The
bserved marble contrast, well known as Bragg fringes, demon-
trates that the crystal is thick and well crystallized. This point
s confirmed on both high resolution image (Fig. 4d inset 1) and
AED pattern (inset Fig. 4d inset 2). From the comparison of the
AED patterns recorded on samples treated at 700 and 800 ◦C, it
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rystals. Overall, we can conclude that the treatment temperature
oes not affect the shape, size and crystallinity of the octahe-
ral particles, and hardly changes their composition, as deduced
rom EDS spectrum, which averages around the composition

n0.9(3)Fe0.1(1)Cr2.0(4)O4 as summarized in Table 1.

.5. TEM characterization of the cycled nano-structured
urrent collectors

Treated stainless steel disks were investigated for their elec-
rochemical performances at 55 ◦C versus Li using coin cells
ardware [13], but in parallel semi-ex situ HRTEM measure-
ents were conducted on reduced samples in order to study
hether the mixed ABO4 oxide, which reacts with lithium

ccording to a conversion process, will give birth to mixed metal-
ic (AB alloy) nanoparticles during discharge or will enlist a
egregation mechanism leading to a composite mixture of pure

and B nanograins. To pursue this study, we selected the sam-
le treated under H2/N2, which contains spinel phase particles
aving solely two metal elements (Fe and Cr) as opposed to
hree (Fe–Cr–Mn) for the other ones, so as to avoid the EDS
uantification problems due to Mn–Cr overlapping. We recall
hat N2/H2 treated sample contain pure Cr2O3 platelets and
FexCr1−x)(Cr2)O4 with 0.3 < x < 1 octahedral-type spinel par-
icles. We noted that consequently the composition of the spinel
hase differs from one octahedron to another. The experimen-
al protocol for this study is schematized in Fig. 6. The typical

oltage-composition curves for such Li/stainless steel treated
isks cycled between 0.02 and 3 V at C/5 (insets of Figs. 7 and 8)
s at first sight somewhat similar to that obtained for either
i/Cr2O3 powder or Li/Cr2O3 thin film cells (Fig. 2).

(
F
a
t

ig. 6. Scheme showing how nano-probe EDS experiment will allow to distinguish
nto pure chromium and pure iron nanoparticles during electrochemical cycling.
Sources 164 (2007) 839–848 845

The evolution of both Cr2O3 platelets and Fe/Cr-based spinel
ctahedral particles coexisting within H2/N2-treated samples
ere studied by HRTEM upon its lithiation/delithiation.
ccording to HRTEM investigation (not shown here for

onciseness reason), the Cr2O3 platelets react versus lithium
trictly in the same way as the particles of pure chromium oxide
btained by PLD at 400 ◦C (as described in the PLD part).
hus, we focussed our attention on the evolution of the spinel
ctahedral particles after a full discharge and a recharge.

While Bright field image (not shown here) shows that the
tarting monolithic octahedra transform into nanoparticles
gglomerates, the HRTEM images of the fully discharged
lectrode are reported in Fig. 7 together with the corresponding
lectronic diffraction pattern. Like for conversion reaction
roducts so far observed, we note the presence of nanoparticles
f about 3 nm in size (Fig. 7a). The corresponding SAED
attern (Fig. 7b) reveals the presence of two sets of rings,
ne corresponding to Li2O and the other one that could either
orrespond to metallic Cr or Fe (their electron powder patterns
re indiscernible with such a technique). Therefore, owing to
he use of nano-probe EDS analysis (Fig. 7c) with a beam that
as a diameter (2 nm) smaller than the nanograins size and by
electing nanoparticles on the edge of the agglomerate to avoid
nterference with others, we could deduce that all of the metal
anoparticles we have investigated (Fig. 7d) within one agglom-
rate present approximately the same Cr/Fe ratio; so we can
onfer to the nanoparticles the following composition FexCr1−x
0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.07). This result bears some importance as the
e–Cr phase diagram shows only the composition Fe0.03Cr0.97
t 300 ◦C, thus suggesting that the nanoparticles obtained
hrough a full reduction are thermodynamically metastable.

between the formation of mixed Chromium-iron nanoparticles or segregation
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Fig. 7. TEM study realized on treated disks after a full discharge. Typical charge/discharge voltage composition traces for a Li/half-cell is given in inset where
the dot denotes the states in which the electrode material was observed by TEM. (a) HRTEM image of the fully discharged electrode showing 3 nm nanoparticles.
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b) The corresponding SAED patterns reveal the presence of rings that could c
anoparticles contained approximately the same Cr/Fe ratio (90/10) as the one

With such surprising results, it was important to determine
he outcome of this iron/chromium alloy during the following
harge. Representative HRTEM images together with the corre-
ponding SAED for the fully charged samples are shown Fig. 8.
ased on the SAED rings (Fig. 8b), we cannot tell whether the

amples contain CrO (JCPDS 78–0722), FeO (JCPDS 75–1550)
r a mixed FexCr1−xO phase. Regardless of the determined
xide compositions, we can ascertain that we do not go back
o a spinel-type phase, but more simply to an oxide phase
ontaining divalent metal cations, as previously observed with
r2O3 and in agreement with the large irreversibility observed
uring the first electrochemical cycle versus Li. To solve the
ilemma between phase segregation (CrO and FeO) and a solid
olution FexCr1−xO, we performed a nano-beam EDS analysis
Fig. 8c), in the same conditions as reported above, on several
anoparticles from the same agglomerate (Fig. 8a) and repeated
he experiment on several agglomerates. The reader should
eep in mind that this study is a semi-in situ study, and that the
omposition of the starting octahedral sample was not homo-
eneous. Consequently, strong composition variations were
eported from one agglomerate to another (in the same or dif-
erent electrochemical states (discharge/charge)). Nevertheless,

he fact that all of the nanoparticles within a given agglomerate
ave the same Cr/Fe ratio (Fig. 8d) strongly indicates that
e most likely dealt with a mixed oxide (as reported on the

cheme in Fig. 6). We chose to report the EDS result obtained

m
w
r
i

ond either to Cr or Fe + Li2O. According to nano-beam EDS analysis (d), the
ed from EDS measurements realized on a larger scale (c).

n one of these agglomerates (Fig. 8d) giving the composition
e0.35Cr0.65O.

This is a quite an interesting finding since we obtained, for
he first time to our knowledge, direct evidence of the formation
f bimetallic alloy nanoparticles during the Li-driven electro-
hemical reduction of a mixed transition metal oxide spinel that
roduces a nano mixed transition metal monoxide upon subse-
uent oxidation. Strictly speaking, due to the resolution of the
DS probe (20 Å), a segregation of chromium and iron could be

magined at a lower scale with the formation of pure 10 Å CrO
nd FeO domains. Such a segregation is quite unlikely owing
o the fact that the analyzed volume contains only 50 monoxide
ells (a = 4.3 Å). Nevertheless, previous studies based on 57Fe
össbauer experiments realized on other full reduced/oxidized
ixed oxides, such as NiFe2O4, have reported the segrega-

ion of metals during lithiation and not of a bimetallic alloy
15]. This difference is somewhat surprising since, according to
inary phase diagrams, both (Cr, Fe) and (Ni, Fe) systems shows
he existence of some solid solutions. While in the case of the
hromite-type phases, we identified only monoxides (M2+) from
lectron diffraction study on the re-oxidized materials, Tirado
t al. have shown that a NiFe2O4 electrode charged to 3 V is

ade of NiO and Fe2O3. Based on our own experience, even
ith pure Fe2O3 powdered samples, we could never succeed in

eturning to the precursor oxide. As whether such a difference
s nested in the sample elaboration or the cycling parameters
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Fig. 8. TEM study realized on treated disks after a full charge. Typical charge/discharge voltage composition traces for a Li/half-cell is given in inset where the
dot denotes the states in which the electrode material was observed by TEM. (a) HRTEM images of the fully charged electrode showing 3 nm nanoparticles.
(b) The corresponding SAED patterns reveal the presence of remaining Li2O as well as a CrO-type phase. (c) Average EDS analysis realized on the studied
a om th
c
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t
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gglomerate. (d) Nano-beam EDS analysis on two different nanoparticles fr
omposition.

namely cycling rate and electrode preparation) remains an open
uestion that needs to be answered.

. Conclusions

We have reported, through HTREM studies, the nature of
he oxide phases forming other phases during the treatment
f stainless steel under various atmospheres and temperatures
ogether with their evolution upon Li electrochemical reduction
nd oxidation. By finely tuning synthesis condition parame-
ers, we succeeded in tailoring the size, shape, crystallinity and
omposition of the oxide particles forming the self-supported
tainless steel oxide film with namely the absence of Mn in
he oxide surface layer for the N2/H2 treated samples. Further-

ore, we have shown that analytical TEM can be a powerful
ool to finely characterize nano-composite samples, and there-
ore to spot, for the first time, the formation of metastable
hromium-iron alloys nano particles rather than metal segre-
ation, during the electrochemical reduction of a mixed binary
recursor oxide upon electrochemical reduction by Li. In light of

uch findings, experiments are being conducted aiming towards:
1) weighing the positive attributes of having a binary Fe–Cr
lloy rather than an intimately nano-composite made of Cr
nd Fe metallic particles on conversion reactions in terms
e same agglomerate showing a composition close to the measured average

f electrochemical performances and (2) seeking other binary
xides having a similar behaviour as the Fe–Cr ones described
ere.
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